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 Evidence for Dark Matter
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 Ample evidence over different distance scales
 Galactic rotation curves 
 Clusters of galaxies
 Early and late cosmology

 Cosmic microwave background
 Large scale structure formation

 Bing Bang Nucleosynthesis

The Abell 1689 galaxy cluster. Credit: NASA, ESA, the Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA), 
J. Blakeslee (Herzberg Research Centre, Dominion Astrophysical Obs.), and H. Ford (JHU)

Credit: ESA/Planck Collaboration
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These limits are for weakly-interacting stable particles that may constitute
the invisible mass in the galaxy. Unless otherwise noted, a local mass
density of 0.3 GeV/cm3 is assumed; see each paper for velocity distribution

assumptions. In the papers the limit is given as a function of the X0 mass.
Here we list limits only for typical mass values of 20 GeV, 100 GeV, and 1
TeV. Specific limits on supersymmetric dark matter particles may be found
in the Supersymmetry section.

Limits for Spin-Independent Cross SectionLimits for Spin-Independent Cross SectionLimits for Spin-Independent Cross SectionLimits for Spin-Independent Cross Section
of Dark Matter Particle (X0) on Nucleonof Dark Matter Particle (X0) on Nucleonof Dark Matter Particle (X0) on Nucleonof Dark Matter Particle (X0) on Nucleon

Isoscalar coupling is assumed to extract the limits from those on X0–nuclei
cross section.

For mX 0 = 20 GeVFor mX 0 = 20 GeVFor mX 0 = 20 GeVFor mX 0 = 20 GeV
VALUE (pb) CL% DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT

• • • We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc. • • •

<2.0 ! 10"7 90 1 AGNESE 14 SCDM Ge

<3.7 ! 10"5 90 2 AGNESE 14A SCDM Ge
<1 ! 10"9 90 3 AKERIB 14 LUX Xe

<2 ! 10"6 90 4 ANGLOHER 14 CRES CaWO4
<5 ! 10"6 90 FELIZARDO 14 SMPL C2ClF5
<8 ! 10"6 90 5 LEE 14A KIMS CsI
<2 ! 10"4 90 6 LIU 14A CDEX Ge

<1 ! 10"5 90 7 YUE 14 CDEX Ge
<1.08 ! 10"4 90 8 AARTSEN 13 ICCB H, solar !

<1.5 ! 10"5 90 9 ABE 13B XMAS Xe
<3.1 ! 10"6 90 10 AGNESE 13 CDM2 Si

<3.4 ! 10"6 90 11 AGNESE 13A CDM2 Si

<2.2 ! 10"6 90 12 AGNESE 13A CDM2 Si
<5 ! 10"5 90 13 LI 13B TEXO Ge

14 ZHAO 13 CDEX Ge

<1.2 ! 10"7 90 AKIMOV 12 ZEP3 Xe
15 ANGLOHER 12 CRES CaWO4

<8 ! 10"6 90 16 ANGLOHER 12 CRES CaWO4
<7 ! 10"9 90 17 APRILE 12 X100 Xe

18 ARCHAMBAU...12 PICA F (C4F10)

<7 ! 10"7 90 19 ARMENGAUD 12 EDE2 Ge
20 BARRETO 12 DMIC CCD
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1. ACCELERATORPHYSICS OFCOLLIDERS

Revised July 2011 by D. A. Edwards (DESY) and M. J. Syphers (MSU)

1.1. Luminosity

X0 mass: m =?

X0 spin: J =?

X0 parity: P =?

X0 lifetime: ⌧ =?

X0 scattering cross-section on nucleons: ?

X0 production cross-section in hadron colliders: ?

X0 self-annihilation cross-section: ?

X0 spin: J =?

J = 1/2 These limits are for weakly interacting
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J = 1/2

This article provides background for the High-Energy Collider Parameter Tables that
follow. The number of events, Nexp, is the product of the cross section of interest, �exp,
and the time integral over the instantaneous luminosity, L:

Nexp = �exp ⇥
Z

L (t) dt. (1.1)

Today’s colliders all employ bunched beams. If two bunches containing n1 and n2
particles collide head-on with frequency f , a basic expression for the luminosity is

L = f
n1n2

4⇡�x�y
(1.2)

February 6, 2016 16:53

Job done?
Standardmodell der Teilchenphysik

Nur eine “effektive” Theorie bei 
“niedrigen Energien” 

Wir erwarten neue Phänomene 
und Teilchen wenn wir noch 
höhere Energien (zB am LHC) 
testen

Insbesondere ist kein Teilchen des 
Standardmodells ein möglicher 
Kandidat für die dunkle Materie 
(auch nicht das Higgs Teilchen!)

DM
dark matter

 What we know about Dark Matter
 Non-Baryonic
 Mostly “cold”
 Electrically neutral (or milli-charged?)
 “Weakly” interacting
 ΩDMh2=0.120±0.001
 Stable or τDM≫τu
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Job done?
Standardmodell der Teilchenphysik

Nur eine “effektive” Theorie bei 
“niedrigen Energien” 

Wir erwarten neue Phänomene 
und Teilchen wenn wir noch 
höhere Energien (zB am LHC) 
testen

Insbesondere ist kein Teilchen des 
Standardmodells ein möglicher 
Kandidat für die dunkle Materie 
(auch nicht das Higgs Teilchen!)

DM
dark matter

 What we know about Dark Matter
 Non-Baryonic
 Mostly “cold”
 Electrically neutral (or milli-charged?)
 “Weakly” interacting
 ΩDMh2=0.120±0.001
 Stable or τDM≫τu

No known particle fits the bill!
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Wide field of possibilities!
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Cosmic visions 
arXiv:1707.04591
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Axions and ALP searches
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Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 102 (2018) 89

 Mostly relying on axion-photon coupling
 Haloscopes 

 DM Axion/ALP field coupling to static B-field
 Direct DM search 

 Helioscopes
 Laboratory experiments

 Axions produced on-site
 Light shinning through the wall (LSW)

arXiv:2104.07634

Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 102 (2018) 89

Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 102 (2018) 89

Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 102 (2018) 89

Resonant Cavities

Dielectric
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International AXion Observatory
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JINST 9 (2014) T05002

 Next (4th) generation Helioscope
Building on the success of CAST

 Following the BNL and Tokyo experiments
 Search for axions/ALPS produced in the sun

 Inverse-Primakoff effect  ( )
21 institutes from 8 countries
babyIAXO to be hosted at DESY

a + γ* → γ

g4
aγ ∝ (BL)−2A−1 × (tϵt)−1/2 × a−1/2ϵ−1

0 × b1/2ϵ−1
d

JHEP 05 (2021) 137 

©CERN

JHEP 05 (2021) 137 
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Axions and ALP searches prospects
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arXiv:2104.07634
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Wide field of possibilities!
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Cosmic visions 
arXiv:1707.04591
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Cosmic visions 
arXiv:1707.04591
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Dark Matter Detection
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SM

SM

DM

DM

Fermi-LATthermal freeze-out 
indirect detection

Phys. Rev. Lett. 119 (2017) 181804

production at colliders 
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Standard Halo Model
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Assumptions: 
• Round halo
• Gaussian (Maxwellian)
• Isotropic 
• No substructure

Standard Halo Model

Lactea N-body simulation with the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Notice that the Via Lactea

distribution has more high-speed particles relative to the Maxwellian case. Debate continues as

to how this conclusion changes in full hydrodynamic simulations [34–36]. However, the important

point to make is that the tail of the velocity distribution is most sensitive to the merging history of

the halo. When a subhalo falls into the Galaxy, it is tidally disrupted and leaves behind remnants

that are out of equilibrium. The DM particles in these remnants are likely to have higher speeds,

on average, than the rest of the halo and will contribute to the high-velocity tail of the velocity

distribution. Therefore, the shape of the high-velocity end of the distribution depends on the size

and time of minor mergers in our own Galaxy.

Despite the caveats listed here, the distribution that is used most often in the literature is the

truncated Maxwellian, otherwise known as the Standard Halo Model:

f(v) =

8
<

:

1
Nesc

⇣
3

2⇡�2
v

⌘3/2
e
�3v2/2�2

v : |v| < vesc

0 : otherwise

where �v is the rms velocity dispersion, v0 =
p

2/3�v ⇡ 235 km/s is the most probable speed [37–

40], and Nesc = erf(z) � 2⇡
�1/2

ze
�z2

, with z ⌘ vesc/v0 and vesc the escape velocity.

N-body simulations also find evidence for substructure in the DM phase-space distribution. This

includes localized features that arise from relatively recent minor mergers between the Milky Way

and other galaxies. When another DM subhalo falls into an orbit about the center of the Milky

Way, tidal e↵ects strip DM (and, possibly, stars) along its orbit. This ‘debris’ eventually virializes

with the other particles in the Milky Way’s halo. However, at any given time, there is likely to be

some fraction of this debris that has not come into equilibrium and which exhibits unique features

that may a↵ect observations. Examples of substructure include:

• Clumps: Concentrated clumps of DM may be left behind by the merging process. Each

clump would result in a localized overdensity of DM.

• Streams: A tidal stream is an example of debris left behind along the orbits of infalling

subhalos. Figure 3 is a famous image from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) known as

the ‘Field of Streams.’ The single patch of sky in this image contains several arms of the

Sagittarius stream, as well as the Orphan and Monoceros stellar streams. Evidence for stellar

streams suggests that similar features might form in the DM distribution as well. If this were

the case, then the DM velocities in a given stream would be coherent, with

fstream(v) = �
(3) (v � vstream) .

The right panel of Fig. 2 shows localized spikes in the tail of the velocity distribution, which

are associated with streams in Via Lactea.

8

Simplest spherical model with (asymptotically) flat rotation curve

Dark matter halo

Disk

 Standard Halo Model 
 Spherical 
 Isotropic 
 Maxwell velocity distribution 
 No substructure
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8

Simplest spherical model with (asymptotically) flat rotation curve

Dark matter halo

Disk

Locally…  
 DM density is ρ~0.3-0.4 GeV cm-3 
 Solar system travelling through “DM Wind” 
 Flux: 107/mχ GeV cm-2s-1 
 Motion of Earth → velocity time dependent 
 Annual modulations in DM flux

 Standard Halo Model 
 Spherical 
 Isotropic 
 Maxwell velocity distribution 
 No substructure
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Simplest spherical model with (asymptotically) flat rotation curve

Dark matter halo

Disk

Locally…  
 DM density is ρ~0.3-0.4 GeV cm-3 
 Solar system travelling through “DM Wind” 
 Flux: 107/mχ GeV cm-2s-1 
 Motion of Earth → velocity time dependent 
 Annual modulations in DM flux

 Standard Halo Model 
 Spherical 
 Isotropic 
 Maxwell velocity distribution 
 No substructure

Gaia sheds new light on DM in our neighbourhood

Phys.Rev.D 99 (2019) 2, 023012

PRD 98 (2018) 10, 103006
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Dark Matter Direct Detection
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Dark Matter Direct Detection
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 Many handles to confirm  possible signals
 Recoil energy distribution
 Seasonal flux variation
 Directional detection
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Dark Matter Direct Detection
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 Experimental challenges
 Rare events searches
 Low recoil energies
 Large backgrounds
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Recoil energy distribution
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Deep underground laboratories
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 Low background requirements: suppress cosmic rays
 >10 laboratories in operation worldwide
 Material screening facilities

 HPGe, α-counting, ICP-MS
 Copper electroformation
 Exchange of expertise among laboratories
 Multidisciplinary research

 Geophysics, Biology
J.Phys.Conf.Ser. 1342 (2020) 1, 012003 

 Chin.Phys.C 45 (2021) 2, 025001
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Figure 3: Current status of searches for spin-independent elastic WIMP-nucleus scattering assuming the standard
parameters for an isothermal WIMP halo: ⇢0 = 0.3GeV/cm

3, v0 = 220 km/ s, vesc = 544 km/ s. Results
labelled "M" were obtained assuming the Migdal effect [131]. Results labelled "Surf" are from experiments
not operated underground. The ⌫-floor shown here for a Ge target is a discovery limit defined as the cross
section �d at which a given experiment has a 90% probability to detect a WIMP with a scattering cross sec-
tion � > �d at �3 sigma. It is computed using the assumptions and the methodology described in [151, 153],
however, it has been extended to very low DM mass range by assuming an unrealistic 1meV threshold below
0.8GeV/c

2. Shown are results from CDEX [155], CDMSLite [156], COSINE-100 [157], CRESST [158, 159],
DAMA/LIBRA [160] (contours from [161]), DAMIC [162], DarkSide-50 [163, 164], DEAP-3600 [144], EDEL-
WEISS [165,166], LUX [167,168], NEWS-G [169], PandaX-II [170], SuperCDMS [171], XENON100 [172] and
XENON1T [41, 173–175].

Bubble chambers filled with targets containing 19F have the highest sensitivity to spin-dependent
WIMP-proton couplings. The best limit to date is from PICO-60 using a 52 kg C3F8 target [176]. At
lower WIMP mass, between 2GeV/c

2 and 4GeV/c
2, the best constraints come from PICASSO (3.0 kg

of C4F10 [177]). CRESST used crystals containing lithium to probe spin-dependent DM-proton interac-
tions down to DM mass of ⇠800MeV/c

2 [178]. The strongest constraints on spin-dependent WIMP-
neutron scattering above ⇠3GeV/c

2 are placed by the LXe TPCs with the most sensitive result to-date
coming from XENON1T [41,179]. The results from the cryogenic bolometers (Super)CDMS [180,181]
and CRESST give the strongest constraints below ⇠3GeV/c

2. CDMSLite [182] uses the Neganov-
Trofimov-Luke effect to constrain spin-dependent WIMP-proton/neutron interactions down to m� =

1.5GeV/c
2 and CRESST-III [159] exploits the presence of the isotope 17O in the CaWO4 target to

constrain spin-dependent WIMP-neutron interactions for DM particle’s mass as low as 160MeV/c
2.

Exploiting the Migdal effect again significantly enhances the sensitivity of LXe TPCs to low-mass DM
with XENON1T providing the most stringent exclusion limits for both, spin-dependent WIMP-proton
and WIMP-neutron couplings between 80MeV/c

2
� 2GeV/c

2 and 90MeV/c
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� 2GeV/c

2, respect-
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DAMA/LIBRA [160] (contours from [161]), DAMIC [162], DarkSide-50 [163, 164], DEAP-3600 [144], EDEL-
WEISS [165,166], LUX [167,168], NEWS-G [169], PandaX-II [170], SuperCDMS [171], XENON100 [172] and
XENON1T [41, 173–175].

Bubble chambers filled with targets containing 19F have the highest sensitivity to spin-dependent
WIMP-proton couplings. The best limit to date is from PICO-60 using a 52 kg C3F8 target [176]. At
lower WIMP mass, between 2GeV/c

2 and 4GeV/c
2, the best constraints come from PICASSO (3.0 kg

of C4F10 [177]). CRESST used crystals containing lithium to probe spin-dependent DM-proton interac-
tions down to DM mass of ⇠800MeV/c

2 [178]. The strongest constraints on spin-dependent WIMP-
neutron scattering above ⇠3GeV/c

2 are placed by the LXe TPCs with the most sensitive result to-date
coming from XENON1T [41,179]. The results from the cryogenic bolometers (Super)CDMS [180,181]
and CRESST give the strongest constraints below ⇠3GeV/c

2. CDMSLite [182] uses the Neganov-
Trofimov-Luke effect to constrain spin-dependent WIMP-proton/neutron interactions down to m� =

1.5GeV/c
2 and CRESST-III [159] exploits the presence of the isotope 17O in the CaWO4 target to

constrain spin-dependent WIMP-neutron interactions for DM particle’s mass as low as 160MeV/c
2.

Exploiting the Migdal effect again significantly enhances the sensitivity of LXe TPCs to low-mass DM
with XENON1T providing the most stringent exclusion limits for both, spin-dependent WIMP-proton
and WIMP-neutron couplings between 80MeV/c

2
� 2GeV/c

2 and 90MeV/c
2
� 2GeV/c

2, respect-
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Liquified Noble Gas Detectors
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 Single and two-phase Ar and Xe detectors 
High density

Massive and compact DM targets 
Exceeding tonne-scale already

 Scintillation: 128 nm Ar, 178 nm Xe 
 Xe: efficient self-shielding, no long-lived isotopes, 
discrimination with S2/S1
 Ar: pulse shape discrimination for electron/nuclear recoils
 Energy threshold mostly depends on light read-out (1keV)

 Low mass searches using S2 only 
J.Phys.G 46 (2019) 10, 103003

J.Phys.G 46 (2019) 10, 103003

LZ
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Xenon Detectors
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  Future: DARWIN: 50 t 

XMASS 
(0.8t, Kamioka)

XENON 10 (LNGS)
ZEPLIN (Boulby)

10 kg

100 kg
XENON 100  

(LNGS)
LUX (250 kg, 
        SURF), 

1000 kg

PANDA-X 
       (500 kg, CJPL)

XENON 1T 
       (1t, LNGS)

XENONnT: (6t, LNGS)
PandaX-4:(4t, CJPL)

LZ: (7t, SURF)

Xenon100

2010

2015

2020

10000 kg

arXiv:1805.12565

Slide: J. Monroe (RHUL)
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DS-50 2018
DS-50 Binomial Fluctuation
DS-50 No Quenching Fluctuation

10000 kg 

2010

2015

2020

DS-50: leading SI limit at 1-5 GeV/c2 for
            WIMP-nucleus and WIMP-e scattering

1,000 kg

ArDM  
    (1t, LSC)

DS-50 
     (50 kg, 
          LNGS)

  ARGO 
  kt-scale
     

10 kg

100 kg

DEAP-3600 (3.6t, 
                  SNOLAB)

      (50t, LNGS)

100,000 kg

Global Argon Dark Matter 
       Collaboration formed 

            DarkSide-20k
DEAP-3600: demonstrated
“S1” particle ID, and
ultrapure acrylic cryostat
 (x100 lower radioactivity)

10,000 kg

Rubbia C., CERN-EP-INT-77-08 (1977) 
WARP 
     

Phys. Rev. Lett.121.081307 (2018)

Slide: J. Monroe (RHUL)
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Phys. Rev. Lett.121.081307 (2018)

See talk by I. ManthosSlide: J. Monroe (RHUL)



 Long standing annual modulation signal from DAMA/LIBRA
 Test DAMA/LIBRA anomaly with NaI(Tl)
 No evidence for annual modulation 

 ANAIS-112 (3y of data, SLC) 
 COSINE-100 (1.7y of data, Yangyang) 

 New experiment COSINUS
 Detect both phonons & scintillation for background rejection 
 Construction/data at LNGS 2022/23
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Cryogenic detectors
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 Cyogenic bolometers operating at O(10mK)
 Sub-keV (< 100 eV) energy thresholds
 Phonons and/or ionisation/light

 Some background discrimination 
 Probe light dark matter

CRESST EDELWEISS SuperCDMS

Phys.Rev.D 95 (2017) 8, 082002
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Bubble chambers
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 PICO
 Superheated liquid C3F8
 Acoustic and visual readout for background rejection
 PICO-500 at SNOLAB: under design, installation/
data in 2022/23

 New: the scintillating bubble chamber (SBC)
 Superheated 10 kg Xe-doped LAr, cooled to 130K
 Piezoelectric sensors + cameras readout + SiPMs 
for scintillation signal

arXiv:1510.07754

arXiv:1510.07754
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Ionisation detectors
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 Both solid state and gaseous detectors
Point contact HPGe detectors: low energy 
threshold and (potentially) large total mass (CDEX) 
Si CCDs: low ionisation energy, low noise, and 
particle ID (DAMIC-M, SENSEI) 
NEWS-G: spherical proportional counter, light 
targets, pulse shape discrimination vs surface 
events, low energy threshold

 Directional detectors
 Gas (DRIFT, CYGNUS), nuclear emulsion  
(NEWSdm), graphene 
 Requirement: angular resolution + head/tail id

Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 241803 

NEW
S-G PRELIMINARY
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Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 241803 

NEW
S-G PRELIMINARY

See talk by P. KnightsNew Experiments With Spheres -Gas
Light Dark Matter search 

NEWS-G LSM results and SNOlab project

Gilles	Gerbier
Queen’s	University

EDU	2017				
Qui	Nhon-ICISE– July	27th 2017

Principles	of	gaseous	spherical	detector	
Light	Dark	Matter	search		with	SEDINE	at	LSM	
NEWS-SNO	project,	future	ideas
Outlook
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Migdal effect: Light DM with heavy targets
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 Analysed by Arkady Migdal 
 Nuclear scattering (1939) 
 α and β± decays (1941)

 Relevance for DM searches
 Ibe et al. JHEP03(2018)194

LUX: PRL 122 (2019) 13, 131301
Also Xenon1T: PRL 123 (2019) 24, 241803
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proach [18, 19] (see also [20]). Following [15], we call these e↵ects the Migdal e↵ects. In the

Migdal’s approach, a state of the electron cloud just after a nuclear recoil is approximated

by

|�0
eci = e�ime

P
i v·x̂i |�eci , (1)

in the rest frame of the nucleus. Here me is the electron mass, x̂i the position operator of

the i-th electron, v the nucleus velocity after the recoil, and |�eci the state of the electron

cloud before the nuclear recoil. The probability of ionization/excitation is then given by

P = |h�⇤
ec|�

0
eci|

2 , (2)

where |�⇤
eci denotes either the ionized or excited energy eigenstate of the electron cloud.

In the above analysis, the final state ionization/excitation are treated separately from

the nuclear recoil. Thus, the energy-momentum conservation and the probability conserva-

tion are made somewhat obscure. In this paper, we reformulate the Migdal e↵ect so that

the “atomic recoil” cross section is obtained coherently. In our reformulation, the energy-

momentum conservation and the probability conservation are manifest while the final state

ionization/excitation are treated automatically. We also provide numerical estimates of the

ionization/excitation probabilities for isolated atoms of Ar, Xe, Ge, Na, and I.

The Migdal e↵ect should be distinguished from the ionization and the excitation in scin-

tillation processes. The Migdal e↵ect takes place even for a scattering of an isolated atom,

while the latter occurs due to the interaction between atoms in the detectors. It should be

also emphasized that the Migdal e↵ect can ionize/excite electrons in inner orbitals, which

are not expected in scintillation processes. As we will see, the ionization/excitation from

the inner orbitals result in extra electronic energy injections in the keV range, which can

enhance detectability of rather light dark matter in the GeV mass range.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss approximate energy

eigenstates of an atomic state by paying particular attention to the total atomic motion.

In Sec. III, we reformulate the atomic recoil cross section with the Migdal e↵ect by taking

the energy eigenstates in Sec. II as asymptotic states. In Sec. IV, we calculate the Migdal

e↵ect with single electron wave functions. In Sec.V, we estimate the probabilities of the

ionization/excitation at a nuclear recoil. In Sec.VI, we discuss implications for dark matter

direct detection. In Sec.VII, we briefly discuss the Migdal e↵ect in a coherent neutrino-

nucleus scattering. The final section is devoted to our conclusions and discussion.
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“…it takes some time for the electrons to catch up, 
which causes ionisation of the atom.”

Ibe, Nakano, Shoji, Suzuki, JHEP, arXiv:1707.07258 
Dolan, Kahlhoefer, CM, PRL, arXiv:1711.09906

Migdal effect:

Signal: the ionised electron

[Can also be applied to other targets (Ge, LAr…)]
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proach [18, 19] (see also [20]). Following [15], we call these e↵ects the Migdal e↵ects. In the

Migdal’s approach, a state of the electron cloud just after a nuclear recoil is approximated

by

|�0
eci = e�ime

P
i v·x̂i |�eci , (1)

in the rest frame of the nucleus. Here me is the electron mass, x̂i the position operator of

the i-th electron, v the nucleus velocity after the recoil, and |�eci the state of the electron

cloud before the nuclear recoil. The probability of ionization/excitation is then given by

P = |h�⇤
ec|�

0
eci|

2 , (2)

where |�⇤
eci denotes either the ionized or excited energy eigenstate of the electron cloud.

In the above analysis, the final state ionization/excitation are treated separately from

the nuclear recoil. Thus, the energy-momentum conservation and the probability conserva-

tion are made somewhat obscure. In this paper, we reformulate the Migdal e↵ect so that

the “atomic recoil” cross section is obtained coherently. In our reformulation, the energy-

momentum conservation and the probability conservation are manifest while the final state

ionization/excitation are treated automatically. We also provide numerical estimates of the

ionization/excitation probabilities for isolated atoms of Ar, Xe, Ge, Na, and I.

The Migdal e↵ect should be distinguished from the ionization and the excitation in scin-

tillation processes. The Migdal e↵ect takes place even for a scattering of an isolated atom,

while the latter occurs due to the interaction between atoms in the detectors. It should be

also emphasized that the Migdal e↵ect can ionize/excite electrons in inner orbitals, which

are not expected in scintillation processes. As we will see, the ionization/excitation from

the inner orbitals result in extra electronic energy injections in the keV range, which can

enhance detectability of rather light dark matter in the GeV mass range.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss approximate energy

eigenstates of an atomic state by paying particular attention to the total atomic motion.

In Sec. III, we reformulate the atomic recoil cross section with the Migdal e↵ect by taking

the energy eigenstates in Sec. II as asymptotic states. In Sec. IV, we calculate the Migdal

e↵ect with single electron wave functions. In Sec.V, we estimate the probabilities of the

ionization/excitation at a nuclear recoil. In Sec.VI, we discuss implications for dark matter

direct detection. In Sec.VII, we briefly discuss the Migdal e↵ect in a coherent neutrino-

nucleus scattering. The final section is devoted to our conclusions and discussion.
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“…it takes some time for the electrons to catch up, 
which causes ionisation of the atom.”

Ibe, Nakano, Shoji, Suzuki, JHEP, arXiv:1707.07258 
Dolan, Kahlhoefer, CM, PRL, arXiv:1711.09906

Migdal effect:

Signal: the ionised electron

[Can also be applied to other targets (Ge, LAr…)]
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 Analysed by Arkady Migdal 
 Nuclear scattering (1939) 
 α and β± decays (1941)

 Relevance for DM searches
 Ibe et al. JHEP03(2018)194

LUX: PRL 122 (2019) 13, 131301
Also Xenon1T: PRL 123 (2019) 24, 241803

 Theoretical calculations relevant for DM available
 Effect observed in α and β± decays 

 Not observed in nuclear scattering
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proach [18, 19] (see also [20]). Following [15], we call these e↵ects the Migdal e↵ects. In the

Migdal’s approach, a state of the electron cloud just after a nuclear recoil is approximated

by

|�0
eci = e�ime

P
i v·x̂i |�eci , (1)

in the rest frame of the nucleus. Here me is the electron mass, x̂i the position operator of

the i-th electron, v the nucleus velocity after the recoil, and |�eci the state of the electron

cloud before the nuclear recoil. The probability of ionization/excitation is then given by

P = |h�⇤
ec|�

0
eci|

2 , (2)

where |�⇤
eci denotes either the ionized or excited energy eigenstate of the electron cloud.

In the above analysis, the final state ionization/excitation are treated separately from

the nuclear recoil. Thus, the energy-momentum conservation and the probability conserva-

tion are made somewhat obscure. In this paper, we reformulate the Migdal e↵ect so that

the “atomic recoil” cross section is obtained coherently. In our reformulation, the energy-

momentum conservation and the probability conservation are manifest while the final state

ionization/excitation are treated automatically. We also provide numerical estimates of the

ionization/excitation probabilities for isolated atoms of Ar, Xe, Ge, Na, and I.

The Migdal e↵ect should be distinguished from the ionization and the excitation in scin-

tillation processes. The Migdal e↵ect takes place even for a scattering of an isolated atom,

while the latter occurs due to the interaction between atoms in the detectors. It should be

also emphasized that the Migdal e↵ect can ionize/excite electrons in inner orbitals, which

are not expected in scintillation processes. As we will see, the ionization/excitation from

the inner orbitals result in extra electronic energy injections in the keV range, which can

enhance detectability of rather light dark matter in the GeV mass range.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss approximate energy

eigenstates of an atomic state by paying particular attention to the total atomic motion.

In Sec. III, we reformulate the atomic recoil cross section with the Migdal e↵ect by taking

the energy eigenstates in Sec. II as asymptotic states. In Sec. IV, we calculate the Migdal

e↵ect with single electron wave functions. In Sec.V, we estimate the probabilities of the

ionization/excitation at a nuclear recoil. In Sec.VI, we discuss implications for dark matter

direct detection. In Sec.VII, we briefly discuss the Migdal e↵ect in a coherent neutrino-

nucleus scattering. The final section is devoted to our conclusions and discussion.
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“…it takes some time for the electrons to catch up, 
which causes ionisation of the atom.”

Ibe, Nakano, Shoji, Suzuki, JHEP, arXiv:1707.07258 
Dolan, Kahlhoefer, CM, PRL, arXiv:1711.09906

Migdal effect:

Signal: the ionised electron

[Can also be applied to other targets (Ge, LAr…)]
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 Analysed by Arkady Migdal 
 Nuclear scattering (1939) 
 α and β± decays (1941)

 Relevance for DM searches
 Ibe et al. JHEP03(2018)194

LUX: PRL 122 (2019) 13, 131301
Also Xenon1T: PRL 123 (2019) 24, 241803

 Theoretical calculations relevant for DM available
 Effect observed in α and β± decays 

 Not observed in nuclear scattering
MIGDAL
Migdal In Galactic Dark mA!er expLoration

See talk by I. Katsioulas
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Xenon1T: Electronic recoil excess

K. Nikolopoulos / 14 June 2022 / Direct Dark Matter searches

Phys. Rev. D 102, 072004 (2020)

Phys. Rev. D 102, 072004 (202)
Phys. Rev. D 102, 072004 (2020)

 Excess observed between (1,7) keV
285 observed events
(232±15) events expected from background

 Origin of excess unclear
Tritium, solar axions, ALPs, dark photons,… ?
 Solar axion favoured over B-only at 3.4σ

 But discrepancy with stellar cooling constraints 
3H favoured over B-only at 3.2σ 

 Indicating 3H/Xe concentration of (6.2±2)x10-25 mol/mol
arXiv:2006.12487
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Prospects for Direct Detection searches

K. Nikolopoulos / 14 June 2022 / Direct Dark Matter searches
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Summary

K. Nikolopoulos / 14 June 2022 / Direct Dark Matter searches

 Particle nature of Dark Matter is unknown!
 Sub-GeV mass range is uncharted territory 

 Experimental challenges
 lower energy threshold
 reduce/understand backgrounds
 increase target masses

 A wide variety of complementary approaches
 New ideas appearing continuously
 Large variance in collaboration size/cost
 Eventually sensitivity could reach neutrino floor

Figure 3: Current status of searches for spin-independent elastic WIMP-nucleus scattering assuming the standard
parameters for an isothermal WIMP halo: ⇢0 = 0.3GeV/cm

3, v0 = 220 km/ s, vesc = 544 km/ s. Results
labelled "M" were obtained assuming the Migdal effect [131]. Results labelled "Surf" are from experiments
not operated underground. The ⌫-floor shown here for a Ge target is a discovery limit defined as the cross
section �d at which a given experiment has a 90% probability to detect a WIMP with a scattering cross sec-
tion � > �d at �3 sigma. It is computed using the assumptions and the methodology described in [151, 153],
however, it has been extended to very low DM mass range by assuming an unrealistic 1meV threshold below
0.8GeV/c

2. Shown are results from CDEX [155], CDMSLite [156], COSINE-100 [157], CRESST [158, 159],
DAMA/LIBRA [160] (contours from [161]), DAMIC [162], DarkSide-50 [163, 164], DEAP-3600 [144], EDEL-
WEISS [165,166], LUX [167,168], NEWS-G [169], PandaX-II [170], SuperCDMS [171], XENON100 [172] and
XENON1T [41, 173–175].

Bubble chambers filled with targets containing 19F have the highest sensitivity to spin-dependent
WIMP-proton couplings. The best limit to date is from PICO-60 using a 52 kg C3F8 target [176]. At
lower WIMP mass, between 2GeV/c

2 and 4GeV/c
2, the best constraints come from PICASSO (3.0 kg

of C4F10 [177]). CRESST used crystals containing lithium to probe spin-dependent DM-proton interac-
tions down to DM mass of ⇠800MeV/c

2 [178]. The strongest constraints on spin-dependent WIMP-
neutron scattering above ⇠3GeV/c

2 are placed by the LXe TPCs with the most sensitive result to-date
coming from XENON1T [41,179]. The results from the cryogenic bolometers (Super)CDMS [180,181]
and CRESST give the strongest constraints below ⇠3GeV/c

2. CDMSLite [182] uses the Neganov-
Trofimov-Luke effect to constrain spin-dependent WIMP-proton/neutron interactions down to m� =

1.5GeV/c
2 and CRESST-III [159] exploits the presence of the isotope 17O in the CaWO4 target to

constrain spin-dependent WIMP-neutron interactions for DM particle’s mass as low as 160MeV/c
2.

Exploiting the Migdal effect again significantly enhances the sensitivity of LXe TPCs to low-mass DM
with XENON1T providing the most stringent exclusion limits for both, spin-dependent WIMP-proton
and WIMP-neutron couplings between 80MeV/c

2
� 2GeV/c

2 and 90MeV/c
2
� 2GeV/c

2, respect-
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